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I. INTROD~C-I’ION 
IN THIS paper we describe certain invariants of periodic maps on closed, simply connected 
four-manifolds with the purpose of classifying such maps up to homeomorphism. The 
manifolds themselves are classified by Freedman [9] in terms of the intersection pairing on 
second homology and the Kirby--Sicbcnmann invariant. Gcncralizing Freedman’s result to 
some nonsimply connected four-manifolds Hambleton and Kreck [IO] have recently shown 
that in the case of a cyclic fundamental group of odd order the manifold is determined up to 
homeomorphism by the same two invariants togcthcr with the fundamental group (with the 
intcrscction pairing being understood now as dcfincd on the torsion free part of the second 
homology group). A similar statement for cvcn order groups fails to bc true. although its 
failure is less dramatic for algebraic surfaces as follows from the work by the same authors 
[I I]. From the point of view of the fundamental group acting on the universal cover these 
results concern the topological classification of fret periodic maps on simply conncctcd 
four-manifolds. In gcncral, howcvcr. a periodic map is allowed to have fixed points or 
periodic points of period smaller than the map period. When this happens, the quotient 
orbifold has singularities. We shall show that in the cast of isolated singularities one can still 
classify periodic maps by means of some invariants associated with this orbifold, although 
in the singular case one must also take into account the torsion part of its second homology. 
In the more rigid situation of a free periodic map no torsion information is needed. This can 
bc partially accounted for by the fact that many four-manifolds do not support any such 
maps. On the other hand, by a result of Edmonds [5]. every closed, simply connected four- 
manifold supports infinitely many periodic maps with isolated fixed points. 
The paper is organized in four sections. In Section 2 we discuss the homotopy classifi- 
cation of locally linear, pseudofree actions of finite groups on simply connected four- 
manifolds. There we introduce some terminology and prepare the obstruction theory 
needed for the results of the next two sections. Our main result is the topological 
classification of semifree periodic maps of odd period. This is the content of Theorem 3.1. A 
related but somewhat weaker result for periodic maps of even period is contained in 
Theorem 3.2. As an application of our techniques, we prove in Section 4 that any locally 
linear, pscudofree action of a finite group on the complex projective plane is topologically 
conjugate to a linear action. 
This last statcmcnt about actions on CP’ has also been asserted in [I93 in the context of 
finite group actions on the Chern manifold. There we concentrated our efforts on actions 
without fixed points referring the reader for the proof in the semifrce case to the combined 
results of [7] and [ 121. This point requires now further elaboration for maps of composite 
period as the authors of [ 121 have meanwhile added to their result a technical hypothesis of 
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a Yveakly complex action” which we wish to remove. We also find that special attention 
must be paid to periods divisible by 3. We therefore take the opportunity here to present a 
complete argument in a unified approach to all the cases. As before. we start with the key 
result of [7] about the fixed point data, but then we take advantage of our Theorem 3.1 and 
the formalism developed in Section 2 to provide a proof which is independent from the 
results of Cl?]. 
2. tIO\IOTOPY TYPES OF PSEL.DOFREE AC-TIOXS 
Let ,U be a closed. oriented. simply connected four-manifold. and let G be a finite group 
acting locally linearly on ,\I. We assume that the action is pseudofree and orientation 
preserving. That is. we require that the orbifold .\I/G be orientabie and that all its 
singularities be isolated. The singular set of this action. :V,, is a disjoint union of a finite 
number of singular orbits G/G,. G, # (I). If G, = G for all XE 151,. then each singularity is a 
fixed point; in that cast we will say that G acts semifrecly on iEI. The tubular G- 
neighborhood r(nf,,) of AI,. or Y for short, consists of a finite collection of oricntcd cuclidean 
spaces r(s), one space for each XE /V,. By assumption, the isotropy group G, acts semifreely 
and linearly on v(s) with the only fixed point at the origin .x. Let ,U, = IV - ,%I, denote the 
free part of 121. We are intcrcstcd in finding a complete set of G-homotopy invariants of AI. 
Our tirst observation is that any G-homotopy cquivalcncc (G-1~3. for short)/: Ivf -. izf’ 
induces an isomorphism of the singular sets. ThcreforcJcan bc modilicd by a G-homotopy 
rcl .\I, to an isovariant 11.e. This in turn implies that (AI,,. v,)) and (,\fh, v;) are G-homotopy 
cquivalcnt as pairs. 
Convcrscly, whcthcr v and V’ arc isovariant homotopy cquivalcnt can bc dccidcd by 
comparing the singular sets I’, and vi. and when thcsc arc isomorphic, by comparing the first 
k-invariants of the corresponding spherical space forms. Recall that for .YE I’, the oricntcd 
homotopy type of the space form v,,(.T)/G.~ is dctcrmincd by a Ii-invariant k,~ff~(G,;Z) 
[ Ih]. Thus the isovariant homotopy classes of oricntcd /I.P.‘s v -+ v’ form a subset 
E c Iso,(v,. vi): given a G-isomorphism ?:I’,-+ vi. then TEE iff k,K = k,,. (Notice that 
G, = G,,.) We wish to investigate now under what conditions a G41.o. r: v0 --, vi, extends to a 
G-/U*. icf, ‘-, &fb. To answer that we need some definitions. 
To define the first invariant, WC consider two casts. When G acts freely on hf. the 
invariant is going to be the Eilenbcrg -MacLane first k-invariant of M/G [8]. This invariant 
lies in H3(G;n,(M)). In the nonfree case we need a relative version of the k-invariant 
defined as follows. Let C, be the cellular chain complex of a (finite) G-CU’pair which is G- 
homotopy cquivalcnt to (AI,, vu). The following part of the C, 
C*‘C, -+c,+o 
fails to be exact only at Cr. Since C, is a free ZG-module. the last sequence can bc converted 
into an exact scquencc 
By Schanuel’s lemma, the module of 2-cycles. Zz, is thercforc dctcrmincd up to stable 
equivalcncc, which allows taking direct sums with (finitely ycncrutcd) free mod&s. It is 
customary to describe this relationship bctwccn Z, and If, (hf,. I’“) z fTo(vo) in the loop- 
suspension notation as 
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The quotient map k:Z, + H2(,2f,. vO) z H,(M) 2 x2(M) determines a class in 
Exti,(fi,(v,); n,(M)) = Homzc(R’~,(v,);nz(,~I)),‘PHomsG(n2~,(v,);n,(~f)), 
where PHom:c( I!.. R) consists of ZG-homomorphisms L 4 R which factorize through a 
projective module [IS]. The class [k] will be referred to as the first k-invariant of( G. M) and 
denoted by k( G. ,2f ). 
This k-invariant has a geometric interpretation. By adding free G-cells to ‘$1 away from Y 
one can build a G-complex X such that n,( X,) = 0 for k # 2. This can be accomplished by 
adding cells of dimensions 4 and higher. By adding even more free cells. starting in 
dimension 3. one obtains a G-complex Y with Y, contractible. The Bredon cohomology 
group 
H;( Y, v;n,( Y,,. X,)) z H:( YO. vo;n2(12f)) 
can be then identified with Ext:,(~0(1’0);K2(n/l)). Under this identification k(G, bf) corre- 
sponds to the primary obstruction to an isovariant deformation Y + X rel v. This is in fact 
the only obstruction for this problem since x1,( Y,. X,) = 0 for k # 3. We remark that 
k(G. M) restricted to 
H;‘( YO;n2(bf)) z H”( Y~JG;n,(&f,/G))z H”(G;n,(M,/G)) 
is the ordinary first k-invariant of hf,,/G. This gcomctric intcrprctation shows that if(G, nf) 
and (G. bf’) have the same k-invariant then there is no obstruction to construction of an 
isovariant 11.c~. (S, v) 4 (S’, r*‘). Thus we have 
PnoIwrrx~~ 2. I. Giiw p.swdc#-w G-mtrnijAf.s hf unil izf’, let X urrd X’ hc thr c0mplc.w.s 
constrwtcd uhow. Thrn (X. v) untl (X’, v’) urc isowriunt homotopy c~yuirdrnt i,!,f there is u 
G-h.e. T : Y ,, + vi, und u ZG-module isomorphism U: x2 (hf) -+ n2 ( ILf’) such thut 0, k( G. hf) 
= T+ A( G. hf ’ )E Ex tic; (If o ( v. ), x2 ( izf’ )). Marc ycnrrully, euch hc~mo~norphisnr o/’ B G-modttlc~.s 
0: n,( ,%I) -, R~( M’) .sd~ t/rut 0, k(G, hf) = s*k(G. izf’) cun hc rdixd by lrn i.soruriunt mup 
(S, v) 4(X’, v’) ~~xtcwtliny 7. I1 
We now define the quuclrutic 2-tvpr of (G, AI) as the isomstry class of the quadruple 
[v(.\f,), n,(bf), k(G, Al), S(!Lf)], where S(Af) stands for the symmetric bilinear pairing on 
nz(.lf) defined by the algebraic intersection number. An isomctry of two quadruples 
C v. nr. k. S] and [v’. ni, k’, S’] is a pair (T. 0). in which T: v + v’ is an oriented linear 
isomorphism and (I:n, -, ni is a ZG-module isomorphism such that 0, k = r*k’ and 
0’ S’ = S. When the linear isomorphism r: v,) -+ v; is replaced by an oriented G-h.r., one 
obtains the notion of a HVUX: qrrudrutic ?-type. 
Notice that in the case of G-homromorphic four-manifolds M and Al’ the corresponding 
spherical space forms v~(.Y),/G, and &(x)/G, are homeomorphic and hence h-cobordant. 
This together with the theorem of Atiyah and Bott [I] shows that v(.u) and v’(.r() are 
equivalent as oriented linear rcprcscntations of G,. It follows that the quadratic 2-type is a 
topological invariant of (G. izf ). Likewise, the weak quadratic 2-type is a homotopy 
invariant. 
It should also bc noted that in the cast of a free action, whcrc the two notions of 
quadratic ‘-type coincide. our definition agrees with the definition given by Hamblcton and 
Krcck [IO]. It follows then from [IO] and [2] that the quadratic 2-type together with one 
secondary obstruction determines the oriented homotopy type of such a free action. The 
quadratic I-type dcfincd hcrc plays a similar role for pscudofrcc actions as WC now show. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let hf and .2f’ be closed. oriented. simply connectedjkur-munilds and 
let G be a finite group acting locally lineurlr und pseudq+eely on both manifolds. presercing 
their orientutions. Suppose that .Zf and Jf’ hure rhe same we& yuudratic $-type. and thut 
hfG # 0. There exists a secondary obstruction which decides whether M and ~$1’ are oriented 
G-homotopy equiralenr. This obstruction is contuined in the Tute homology group H,(G, 
I-n, (12f)). with coefficients in the module ofs_ymmetric Z-tensors Tn,(,tf)c 7r,(Af)@~n,(icf). 
Proof: Consider first the case of n,(Af) = 0. In this case :%I = SJ and G acts semifreely 
on icI with two fixed points. Furthermore. the action is the suspension of a free linear action 
on S3 (see [l4]). SO XI is oriented G-homeomorphic to the one-point compactification of 
v(.u) at one of the fixed points. AI’ has a similar description, and since by assumption r*and V’ 
are oriented G-homotopy equivalent, so are XI and ill’. 
In the general case we proceed as follows. Recall that in the discussion preceding 
Proposition 2.1 we have constructed a G-complex X by adding to bf some free G-cells. By 
Proposition 2.1, there is an isovariant h.e. h:(X, v)-(X’. v’) such that 11, = 0 on nz(,U). 
Since X’ = Xb u v’, one can kill R~(S’), k > 2 by adding free cells in dimensions greater than 
4. The result is an Eilenberg--MacLanc space B with a pseudol’rce G-action on it. Also, we 
have a diagram 
in which i. j xc isovariant maps inducing &morphism on rc2, and the map /’ is to be 
construclcd. By [IS], ff,( B) z I‘(n,( B)) and the image of the fund;m~ontal class. 
I. 
j, [lzf]~ff,(B). corresponds to the intcrscction pairing on n,(,Zf) ,*nz(fI). The quadra- 
tic 2-type hypothesis can now bc stated as j, [ ill J = i, [nf’]. 
We wish to extend r: v 4 v’ to an isovariant mapj’makinp the above diagram commute 
up to isovariant homotopy. Notice that such anj’induces an isomorphism on n_ , and that 
j,[M] = i,/*[.UJ = (dcgj’)i,[M’] = (dcg/‘)j,[hf]. 
Since the intcrsoction pairing is unimodular, j, [hf] is a primitive class in f/,(U) and 
in particular j, [bf] # 0 whenever n,(hf) # 0. Furthermore, ff,( B) is Z-torsion free, so 
deg /‘= I and / becomes a G4.r. by Poincurt: duality and the cquivariant Whit&cad 
theorem. 
The only obstruction for such an extension lies in the Brcdon group 
ff;(bf,, v,;n,(B. icf;)) z ff”(df,/G, v,,/G;n,(B, icf;)) z tf,(M,/G;a,(B. M;)) 
z n,(B, I’v~;)@~~Z z If,(B, i%f;) ol(; Z 2 H,(B/G, M;/G). 
Notice that n,(B, Afb) 2 x,(X;, ,!fb) = 0 for k 5 3. Under the above isomorphism the 
obstruction corresponds to 
z = (j,‘G), [,If ‘G] - (i,‘G),[Af’iG]EH,(B,‘(;, &‘G). 
whcrc [Af,‘G]E ff,( .If,‘G) = L is the fundamental class. Morcovcr. r&,( z)EI/~(B. nf;,) is the 
obstruction to extending r to a noncquivariant map ,/‘:( .\I. itf,,) + (.%I’, Al;,) such that 
i ./’ c j. Since tch (z) = j, C&f] - i, [ Af’] vanishes. 
z~Kcr[trf,:If~(B/G. ,If;i:G)d ff,(B, Afb)] 2 Tors(ff,(B. ilf;,)@~~h) 
z f&(G;Cf,(B. Mb)). 
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To determine the latter group consider the following diagram 
0 4 H,(.W)O~~H---- H,(B)OLCz- H,(B. .~f’)@~~Z----+O 
I 1 It 
o- H,(.Ef’/G) - H,(B G) - H,(B ‘G. iZf’,:G). 
It follows that H,(B) @sGi? -, H,( B;G) is a monomorphism. Therefore the map represen- 
ted by arrow 1 in the next diagram 
I 
H,(B)Ozciz- Ha(B, Atfb)@iGZ+ H,(,~f;,)o&-z--o 
1 1% 1 
O+ H,(BIG) - H4(B,‘G. ,%f&‘G) - H,(ibfi,,‘G) 
is a monomorphism too. This results in the exact sequence 
0~r7,(G;H,(B))~H,(G;H,(B.izfb))~~io(G;ffJ(~fb)). 
Notice that H,(bfb) I tl’(Afb. ?iZfb) z H’(,Cf’. izf;) fits into the exact sequence 
O-+H”(hf’)-, H”(hf;)+H’(itf’,hf;)-+O 
which is split whenever M” # 0. Thus ff,(hf;,) 2 0, Ind$,(Z) and f?,(G;ff,(icfb)) = 0. 
Conscqucntly. f?,(G; l-n,(M)) 2 f~,(G;ff,(B, hfb)) and the result follows. r-1 
Notice that EE fj,(G; Tn,( bf)) considcrcd above may dcpcnd on the initial choice of the 
isovariant h.c. h:( A’. v) 4 (.Y’, v’) realizing 0. Thcrcforc our secondary obstruction to (;- 
homotopy cquivalcncc is in gcncral a subset of fj,,((;; l’n,(hf)). As in the cast of ;I free 
action [IO]. [Z]. clcmcnts of I;,,((;; Fn2( M )) correspond to polarilcd homotopy types of 
pscudotfrcc I’oincarh G-complcxcs (bf’. v’) such that Or k = T* k’ and O* S’ = S. In any cvcnt, 
since ff,,(G; I-nJhf)) is a finite group. thcrc arc only tinitcly many homotopy types (and 
hcncc finitely many topological types) of pscudofrce G-manifc)lds of a given weak quadratic 
2-type. In order to make this statcmcnt a little more prccisc wc have to bc able to compute 
fj,,(G; rn,(bf)) and for that WC need more information about the structure of n,(hf) ;is ;I 
ZG-module. The following technical observation will bc used in the next section. 
Let C, = C,(Af,) bc a G-cellular chain complex of Al,,. The modules of 2- and 3-cycles 
fit into the exact scqucnces 
O-+ Z, -+ C, -+ C, -+ Cokcr(c’) -+ 0, 
and therefore Zz = R-‘Z and Coker(?) = S’Z,. From the push-out diagram 
c, + zz * 112 (hf,,) + 0 
1 1 
C2 +Cokcr(?) 
the following scqucncc is exact 
O-+%1 -.ff,(1~f,,)@C2 +Cokcr(?)+O. 
Furthcrmorc. 
0 + c, + z., - fI,(.lf,,) -0 
is split exact and ff,(Af,) z If’(Af, 121,) by Poincari duality. Thus we have 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Let M4 be a closed G-manifold such that M, # 0 and M, = M -M, is 
simply connected. There exists an exact sequence 
O~R’Z~nZ(.~f,)~rZG~S~H’(.~f,,~f,)~O. 0 
3. SEMIFREE ACTIONS 
We now apply the obstruction theory developed in the previous section to the topo- 
logical classification of semifree actions with isolated fixed points. 
THEOREM 3. I. Let G be a cyclic group of odd order n. A semiJ?ee. locully linear G-action 
with isolatedfi.wd points on a closed oriented, simply connectedfour-manifold is determined up 
to oriented homromorphism by its quadratic Z-type and the Kirby-Siebenmtrnn inruriant ofthe 
manijiJd. 
Proof: Let IV be a four-manifold supporting a G-action of the type considered. Since the 
statement for free actions follows from [IO], we can assume that MG # 0. We wish to show 
that fi,(G; rrrz(M)) = 0. For then Proposition 2.2 will imply that any semifree G-manifold 
AZI’ with the same quadratic t-type is oriented G-homotopy equivalent to M. If in addition 
kf and IV’ have the same Kirby-Siebenmann invariant, then a calculation with the 
topological surgery exact scqucncc with cyclic fundamental group shows that a G-h.e. 
bctwccn thcsc manifolds can be replaced by a G-homcomorphism (see [IO] for details). It 
remains to show that C^I,(G; rn,(hf)) = 0, and to show this it sutlices to show it for G a 
p-group. 
Suppose first that n = p is prime. and Ict LEG bc a pcncrator. From the classification of 
I-torsion free .J’G-modules [4], rr2 (M) = L, 0 I., @ I,., , whcrc L, is a projcctivc A,-module. 
and A , = XC;. AZ = A,/($/ - I). A, = A,/( II</‘). For an action with isolated fixed points, 
Edmonds [6] proved that I._, = 0. Conscqucntly. n2 = I,, @ L, and fn, = r(L,)@ r( I.,) 
@I_, OIL,. Since 11 is odd, r(L,) is A,-projective (see [IO], $3), so I;,,((;; rnz) = 0 as 
required. 
Assume now that n = p’. Apply r to the exact sequence from Proposition 2.3. This 
results [2] in two exact scqucnces 
For G cyclic of odd order, r(R’Z) = r(CIZ) is stably free [IO], and hence weakly injective 
over ZG. Therefore the first sequence is split, and l-n, and Q are stably isomorphic. Replace 
Q by l-n2 and consider the homology exact sequence 
Ij,(G;rff’)~~j,(G;I~~L’))-r~(G;rk2)~Ijo(G;rH’). 
Here I = RB dcnotcs the augmentation ideal. Since G acts semifrccly on AI, H’ 
= If’(,~I.~f,) is a trivial ZG-module and fj,(G;rff’) =O. Thus for the vanishing of 
I;,,(G; l-n,) WC must show that the first map in the above scqucncc is onto. This will follow 
from the dual statcmcnt in cohomology. Let k’ E G be the subgroup of order p. In the 
following diagram 
&Z/p’= r?‘(G:rlf’) - I?(G;f@H’)= &z/pr 
I I 
1 4 
&jp = fP(h’;rffl) - r-j’(K;f@ff’) = &z/p 
1 I 
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t=rankzH’ and s= 
t+l ( J = 2 rank2 I-H’. In particular, the horizontal maps have the 
same p-rank, and consequently the result for G follows from that for K. This proves that 
i,( G: f-n? ) = 0 as required. cl 
Theorem 3.1. as it stands. is false for groups of even orders. I. Hambleton informed the 
author that he and Kreck have constructed homotopy equivalent four-manifolds with 
fundamental group Zz, which have the same Kirby-Siebenmann invariant but are not 
homeomorphic. 
The assumption of odd order was important in the above theorem for two reasons. First. 
we used the fact that the functon I- of symmetric 2-tensors takes values in free (resp. 
projective) HG-modules when evaluated on such modules. Second. the normal invariant of a 
homotopy equivalence between four-manifolds with a finite fundamental group of odd 
order can be computed via transfer in the universal cover. In view of the example just 
mentioned the statement about normal invariants does not carry over to the case of even 
orders. Also. the fact about r is no longer true when G has even order. It turns out that for 
each free summand in the exact sequence from Proposition 2.3. I- picks up a copy of a 
nonfrec permutation module over ZG. so one has to modify slightly the argument and use 
more than one exact sequence in order to relate the groups H,(G: f-z,) and I?,(G; I-H’ 1. 
Then by counting 2-ranks of the corresponding groups one can show that fij,(G; l-n,) = 0 
in this case as well. WC obtain the following: 
4. LINEAWI%A’I’ION Ok I’SEl!l~OC’WW ACTIONS ON CP’ 
Ws have seen in the previous section that the quadratic 2-type of a scmifrec action 
carries essentially all information about the action. However. for a complete classification of 
such actions one has to determine which quadruples [v, x2, k. S] are realized as quadratic 
2-types. This has been carried out by Hamblcton and Krcck [IO] in the case of free actions 
(they left undecided the problem of which even forms arc realLed with nonspin quotient). 
When the action has fixed points, part of the analysis is to dctcrminc which collrctions of 
local rcprcscntations can occur. This appears rather hard, and the dilliculty increases 
rapidly with the number of fixed points. There are, however, important special cases in 
which this difiiculty can bc resolved. 
In one such a case G acts scmifrccly on S’ with two fixed points. Here one can USC the G- 
signature formula to conclude that the local representations arc equivalent via an oricn- 
tation reversing isomorphism (see [I]. and [I71 for an extension to the locally linear 
category). Thcrcforc there exists a linear G-action on S’ with the same local representations 
and, in the absence of other invariants, the two actions must bc topologically conjugate. 
Along thcsc lines, one can also classify pscudofrcc actions on Cf”, although the details 
arc in this case considerably more complicated. The starting point is the work of Edmonds 
and Ewing [7] in which they show that the corresponding G-signature equation has no 
nonlinear solutions. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Ezwy pseudofree, locally linear action of ufinite group on C P’ is topoloyi- 
tally conjugate to a linear action. 
Proof: Assume first that C is a cyclic group of odd order acting semifreely and locally 
linearly on M = CP’. By [7] there exists a linear G-action on M’ = CP’ and an oriented 
isomorphism r: Y -+ v’. We claim that M and M’ have the same quadratic 2-type. To prove 
this, we must examine the k-invariants. It follows from Proposition 2.1. that the k-invariant 
k = k(G. X1) is completely determined by the pair (X, v). As before, X can be embedded in a 
semifree G-complex Y with I”; = AI” and Y,, contractible. In order to simplify the notation 
we shall identify v’ = r(v) with v and realize X and X’ as subcomplexes of the same complex 
Y= I-‘. Let 0: R>-+~T~ = iz be an isomorphism. We wish to show that 0,k’ = k in 
ffi( Y,, v,;rr,) = Eit:JZz;~2) = Homzc(Z,;lr,)/PHomzc(Zz;n,). 
Consider the following commutative diagram (with coefficients in xc,) 
in which p:Z2 + ff,(hf,,. vo) = ff2(hf) denotes the quotient projection. By the definition of 
the k-invariant. k is rcprcscntcd by p*(h - ’ ). the invcrsc II urcwicz homomorphism prc- 
composed with p. Let yeff,?;( A’,,) be a class mapping to 11 - ‘. It follows from the exactness of 
the right hand column in the diagram that G(rcs ;r) = 0. k’urthcrmorc, the homomorphism S 
is f%incarL: dual to the inclusion map 
i,: ff,(v,,/G)-11,(12f,/~;)~ff,(Y,/G). 
and similarly 6’: Ilz(v,) --, ffi(hf;/G) is dual to 
i: : 11, (“o/G) --, ff , (Mb/G) 3 If, ( Y,/G). 
Since i; = i,, Ket S and Ket S’ are dual to the same subgroup of If 1 (v,/G), so they coincide. 
Thus, if r’~H;(Xb;n;) is a class mapping to the inverse Hurewicz homomorphism in 
Hi( YO.X;;n;). then 
S(O,~~res(~‘)) = O,S’(rcs$) = 0. 
In terms of the k-invariants we have shown that f?,k’~Elt$(Z,, n,) lies in the image ofp*, 
and thcrcfore is represented by p*(F) for some FE Hom(H,( M), n,(M)). Hence 
O,k’ = p*(F) = p*(qh-‘) = qk 
for some intcgcr q. On the other hand, O,k’ is also represented by 
which is an epimorphism. Consequently, gcd(y. 1 G() = I and 4 has a multiplicative inverse 
mod (GI. Let cp = qll-‘:n, + n;. Then q*k = k’. so by Proposition 2.1 there exists an 
isovariant map cp: X -. X’, cplv = id, inducing cp on R~. 
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Given XE Hi (X,), let j, denote the image of z under the composite map 
H~(.Y,)~H’(.Y,)~~‘(,~f). Then i2~H4(,21) = Z and. via Poincare duality, i’mod IG/ 
depends only on res(x)EHi(vO). 
Since ;‘EH:(S~) corresponds to h-‘~Hi( YO. X,). which is a generator, .j2 = 1. Like- 
wise. (7’)’ = 1. Let z = cp*(y’). Then i = 43, and since res(x) = res(7’) we also have 
z? 5 1 modlG1. Thus q2 - 1 mod I G I. If this were to imply that q - + 1 mod I GI, then 
8’ = + 8 would satisfy f&k’ = k, and ,2f. M’ would be oriented G-homeomorphic by 
Theorem 3.1. This is certainly the case for prime power orders. and therefore for these 
orders the proof ends here. We shall show that q s + 1 mod IGI holds in general. 
For each prime p dividing IGI. let G, denote the p-Sylow subgroup of G. Choose 
E,, = k I so that y = e, mod I G,I. There exists an oriented G,-homeomorphism ‘p,,: .%I -+ Ahi’. 
‘pplv = id. inducing qp = .spO-‘: rr2 + rri. We wish to prove that sp can be chosen indepen- 
dently of p. 
Notice that 9~ H’( XI) can be thought of as the Hopf complex line bundle over ,U (or its 
dual dcpendinp on Ihe identification n2 z Z). The G-action on Al can then be lifted to an 
action by bundle maps on ;: and one such a lifting is prescribed by 7. In particular. the action 
of G on the fibers over the fixed points .xjoiCl”(j = I .X3) is determined by three rotation 
numbers given as components of 
According to [13]. $4 thcsc rotation numbers dctcrminc also the lifting on 3 up to 
conjugation by bundle automorphisms. Conscqucntly. up to translation by the same 
clement of Z/lGI. the rotation numbers of any lifting to & = y’j arc given by qrcs(7). This 
shows that for a suitable choice of 7’ the condition rcs(a) = qrcs(y) holds exactly. 
WC claim that the action of G prcscrvcs some almost complex structure on the 
topological tangent bundle T of 121. First. WC note that since ]Gl is odd and Ki(T01’(4)/0(4)). 
i I, 3 is I-torsion, r has a structure of an oricntcd G-vector bundlr which can bc given an 
invariant metric. For the cotungcnt bundle T *, thcrc is an squivariant splitting 
into the self-dual and anti-self-dual subbundlcs. Then there exists a G-invariant almost 
complex structure on T ilT At r* has a nonzero section invariant under the action of G. The 
obstructions for such a section tic in tf:,(hf,,. v,; n,_ , (S’)). k = 3,4. Since the restriction 
map 
lf:,(hf”, \‘,I; n,-,(SL))~~,ff~p(nilO,v,; n,-*(S2)) 
maps the obstruction for a G-section to the corresponding obstruction for a G,-section for 
each p, and the claim is already provod for G,, the obstructions vanish and G preserves an 
almost complex structure on 5. 
Consider A: r as a complex lint bundle with the induced G-action. Since 
c, ( Azc r) = + 37. + 3 rcs(y) must coincide with { A2 V(-Yj)) up to the usual ambiguity. The 
same observation applies to 3rcs(7’) = 34 rcs(y). and thcrcforc 34 E f 3 modlGI. When 
qcd(3. ICI) = I. this implies of course q z + I modlG[. In the gcncral cast the argument 
proceeds as follows. 
Adding to r a copy of the trivial line bundle WC obtain a complex G-vector bundle q 
= so&;. Notice that a similarly dcfincd bundle rl’, for the linear action on rZf’. splits 
equivariantly into a direct sum of complex line bundles. Marc precisely, given a complex 
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representation 
defining the action on M’. then 
q’ z Hom( H’. C’( i.‘, . ii, ii )) 
where H' is the Hopf bundle over Al’ equipped with the action inherited from the diagonal 
action on A!’ x C’( j.; , ii. 2.; 1. and G acts on the Horn bundle by conjugation. The splitting 
property can be stated in terms of the classifying maps of the corresponding principal 
bundles on which G acts by bundle maps. 
The inclusion of a maximal torus TE U(2) x U(l) induces an equivariant fibration 
B(G, T) 4 B(G, U(Z) x U(I)) 
between the classifying spaces ofequivariant principal bundles. Since $ splits, the classifying 
map 
q’: 1%21’4 B(G. U(2) x 1)+&G, U(Z) x U(I)) 
has an equivariant lifting rel v to B(G. T). The obstructions to a similar lifting for q lit in 
H;( IV,. v o;nk_,(F)), k = 3.4. where F= U(2) x U(I)/Ts Sz is the fiber. As before, the 
vanishing of all G,,-obstructions implies that such a lifting exists and thercforc 
q = )lom(lf, Y(i,. i.,.i.,)). 
for some G-action on ?I and (A,, 2,. 1, ] EII;( vc,). Since If = f f (or more prcciscly 
C, (!I) = ~-7). it follows from the uniqucncss of such liftinps [ 131, $4 that cithcr q or its 
complex dual Hom(q.C) is of the form Hom($ V(1.,.1,.L,)). whcrc the action on p is 
prcscribcd by y. Since ~IW’ = $IrCI’” = v@r:‘. we proved that rcs(y) = + rcs(y’) or clsc 
there would bc too many ways to lift the action from hf to q [ 131, $4. Conscqucntly, q 3 f I 
mod[Gl as rcquircd. Togcthcr with Theorem 3.1, this complctcs the proof for scmifrcc 
actions. 
If the action of G is not semifrce, then each cyclic subgroup of G acts semifreely (and 
hence linearly) and M” = 0. This case was discussed in detail in [ 191, so we only remark 
here that the main point there was to drterminc whether the action of G lifts to the Hopf 
bundle and if it does lift what the lifting is. This WC now recognize as a statement concerning 
the k-invariant k(G, M). Thus according to [I93 k(G, bf) agrees with the k-invariant of a 
linear G-action and therefore the two actions are topologically equivalent (see [I93 for 
details). q 
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